Attachment B
Non-Participating Providers
Updated: 07/2022

All providers of medically necessary care in WellSpan facilities who are not employed by such facilities are listed below. None of the providers listed in Attachment B are covered by this policy and do not apply the same discounts for services provided.

Group Name
2BD ANESTHESIA PC
3 DIMENSIONAL PHYSICAL THERAPY
5TH AVENUE CHIROPRACTIC LLC
75TH ST INJURY & ILLNESS CENTER
810 ANESTHESIA LLC
A & A HEARING GROUP LLC
A BURATTI CHIROPRACTIC
A & E AUDIOLOGY
AAA ANESTHESIA ASSOCIATES LLC
ABC HOME MEDICAL SUPPLY INC
ABILITY PROSTHETICS & ORTHOTICS INC
ABINGTON EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN
ABINGTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ABINGTON SURGICAL CENTER
ABOVE & BEYOND
ABOVE BEYOND FAMILY DENTISTRY
ABRAHAMSON CHIROPRACTIC
ABSOLUTE MEDICAL SERVICES
AC CONSULTING INC
AC VISION CARE
ACADEMIC ALLIANCE IN DERMATOLOGY
ACCELERATE THERAPY AND PERFORMANCE
ACCESS HEALTH CENTER
ACCUPATH DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES
ACCUQUEST HEARING CENTERS
ACCURATE DIAGNOSTIC LABS
ACCELLERON MEDICAL PRODUCTS
ACS PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS
ACUPUNCTURE AT WORK
ACUTIS DIAGNOSTICS INC
ADAMS COUNTY CHIROPRACTIC PC
ADAMS ENDOCRINOLOGY ASSOCIATES LLC
ADAMS HANOVER ENT
ADAMS HEALTHCARE PC
ADAMS ORAL SURGERY
ADAMS REGIONAL EMS INC
ADDICATION LABS OF AMERICA
ADRIAN J HOHENWARTER MD
ADV REG CTR FOR ANKLE FOOT CARE
ADVANCED CARE CHIROPRACTIC
ADVANCED CHIROPRACTIC & REHAB
ADVANCED CHIROPRACTIC CARE PC
ADVANCED DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
ADVANCED DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING PC
ADVANCED DIGESTIVE CARE LLC
ADVANCED EYE SPECIALISTS LLC
ADVANCED INFUSION SOLUTIONS
ADVANCED MEDICAL IMAGING
ADVANCED OTOLARYNGOLOGY & ALLERGY LLC
ADVANCED PAIN MANAGEMENT LLC
ADVANCED PAIN MANAGEMENT SPECI
ADVANCED PAINCARE PC
ADVANCED RADIOLOGY
ADVANCED RADIOLOGY INC
ADVANCED RESPIRATORY
ADVANCED SURGERY CENTER OF LANCASTER
ADVANCED URGENT CARE
ADVANCED VEIN & VASCULAR INC
ADVANCED VEIN AND LASER CENTER INC
ADVANCED VEIN AND LASER CTR LANCASTER
ADVANTAGE CHIROPRACTIC
ADVANTAGE RADIOLOGY SERVICE
ADVENTHEALTH WESLEY CHAPE
ADVENTIST HEALTHCARE URGENT CARE CENTERS INC
ADVENTIST PHYSICIAN SVCS SGAH
ADVOCARE NEWBORN NETWORK
AEGIS SCIENCES CORPORATION
AEROFLOW HEALTHCARE
AESTHETIC DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
AFC URGENT CARE
AFFILIATED ORAL MAXILLOFACIAL
AFFINITY PHYSICIANS LLC
AFTER HOURS PEDIATRICS LLC
AFTEROURS INC
AHN EMERGENCY GROUP OF INDIANA COUNTY LTD
AHS HOSP CORP MMH
AIRPARK PRIMARY CARE
AIRROSTI POTOMAC LLC
AKRO GASTRO
AMERICAN ANESTHESIOLOGY OF VIRGINIA, PC
AMERICAN ARTHRITIS RHEUM ASSOC PA
AMERICAN CURRENT CARE OF ILLINOIS PC
AMERICAN CURRENT CARE PA
AMERICAN DENTAL SOLUTIONS
AMERICAN DIAGNOSTICS SERVICE
AMERICAN HOME PATIENT
AMERICAN HOME PATIENT INC
AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE
AMERICAN NEUROMONITORING ASSOCIATES
AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY LLC
AMERICAN SPECIALTY LABORATORY INC
AMERICARE RESPIRATORY SERVICES INC
AMERICUS COMM AMBULANCE SVC
AMERIPATH CONSOLIDATED LAB
AMERIPATH FLORIDA LLC
AMOENA USA CORPORATION
AMR MID-ATLANTIC
AMSURG PORT ORANGE ANESTHEISA LLC
ANAHEIM URGENT CARE
ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY CHPS
ANCHOR MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
ANCHORAGE WOMENS CLINIC
AND MOLECULAR D
ANDERSEN FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC PC
ANDOCHICK SURGICAL CENTER
ANDREN
ANDREW D PEARLE
ANDREW FAGELMAN MD
ANDREW FINK
ANESTHESIA AND PAIN CONSULTANTS
ANESTHESIA CARE PARTNERS LLC
ANESTHESIA GROUP OF ALBANY PC
ANESTHESIA MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
ANESTHESIOLOGISTS GTR ORLANDO
ANNAPATH
ANNAPOLIS PAIN MANAGEMENT LLC
ANNAPOLIS PEDIATRICS
ANNE ARUNDEL DERMATOLOGY PA
ANNE ARUNDEL NEUROLOGY ASSOC
ANTHONY DEFAZIO OD
ANTHONY B SIMS
ANTIETAM EYE ASSOCIATES
ANTIETAM ONCOLOGY AND HEMATOLOGY GROUP
ANTRIM CHIROPRACTIC CENTER LLC
AO ORTHOPEDICS INC
APA OF NLC-PAIN ONLY
APEX INTEGRATED MEDICINE
APHMFP BIDMC ANESTHESIA
APOGEE MEDICAL GROUP PENNSYLVANIA
APP ECP LLC
APPLE RIDGE FAMILY MEDICINE
APRIA HEALTHCARE LLC
ARGIRES MAROTTI NEUROSURGICAL ASSOCIATES
ARIA HEALTH PHYSICIAN SVS
ARIYA FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
ARMESTO EYE ASSOCIATES
ARMSTRONG AMBULANCE SERVICE
ARNOUT
ARSENAULT DERMATOLOGY
ARTHRITIS AND OSTEOPOROSIS CENTER
ARTHRITIS AND RHEUMATISM ASSOCIATES
ARTHRITIS ASSOCIATES
ARTHRITIS CARE SPECIALISTS MAIN OFFICE
ARUMUGARAJAH
ASANA HOSPICE & PALLIATIVE CARE
ASC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LLC
ASCEND CLINICAL LLC
ASCENSION SAINT THOMAS HOSPITAL
ASHEVILLE RADIOLOGY ASSOC
ASHTON
ASPEN DENTAL ASSOCIATES OF NEPA PLL
ASPIRA HEALTH LLC
ASPIRE HEALTH CONCEPTS INC
ASPIRE PROSTHETICS ORTHOTICS
ASSOC PATH OF ST JOSEPH/BAPTIST
ASSOC RAD OF PLATTSBURGH
ASSOCIATED CLINICAL LABS
ASSOCIATED OTOLARYNGOLOGISTS OF PA INC
ASSOCIATED RADIOLOGISTS
ASSOCIATED RETINAL CONSULTANTS LLC
ASSOCIATES IN ANESTHESIA INC
ASSOCIATES IN FAMILY MEDICINE LLC
ASSOCIATION OF ALEXANDRIA RAD...
BIOOTHERANOSTICS INC
BIOVENTUS LLC
BLAIR GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOCIATES
BLANCHARD VALLEY REG HEALTH CTR
BLOOMSBURG SPORTS MEDICINE
BLUE BELL FAMILY PRACTICE
BLUE GREY EMERG PHYS LLC
BLUE MOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA ASSOCIATES
BMH NORTH MISSISSIPPI
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF I
BOAS SURGICAL LANCASTER
BOCA RATON COMMUNITY HOSP
BOCACARE INC
BOHN
BON SECOURS
BON SECOURS COMMUNITY HO
BON SECOURS ST MARYS HOSPITAL
BONITA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
BORNT
BOROUGH OF CHAMBERSBURG AMBULANCE
BOROUGH OF WILDWOOD CREST EMS
BOSHINSKI
BOSKO JASON K
BOSTON HEART DIAGNOSTICS
BOULDER ER PHYSICIANS
BOULDER RADIOLOGISTS INC PC
BOUQUET MULLIGAN DEMAIIO EYE PROFESS
BOYER CHIROPRACTIC INC
BOYERTOWN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
BRADENTON HEART CENTER
BRADFORD REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
BRADFORD REGIONAL MEDICAL SERVICE
BRADY CHIROPRACTIC
BRANDYWINE HOSPITAL
BREATHE LLC
BREG INC
BRENNAN BACON RANIELI DC LLC
BRENNAN
BRHC
BRIAN GROSS
BRIDGIT NOLAN MD
BRIGHAM & WOMENS HOSPITAL
BRIGHAM AND WOMENS FAULK
BRIGHAM AND WOMENS PHYSICIANS
BRIOVARX INFUSION SERVICES 305 LLC
BROAD TOP AREA MEDICAL CENTER
BROADDUS HOSPITAL
BROCKIE DENTAL PC
BROOKLYN RADIOLOGY SERVICES PC
BROOKLYN URGENT MEDICAL CARE
BRUCE S BASHLINE DO INC
BRUMMETT
BRUNSWICK URGENT CARE PA
BRYAN EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS PA
BRYN MAWR MEDICAL SPECIALISTS
BSI NEUROSCIENCES
BTDI JV LLP
BUCCI
BUCKHEAD PRIMARY CARE LLC
BUCKLEY CHIROPRACTIC CENTER INC
BUCKS MONT EYE ASSOCIATES
BUENA VISTA URGENT CARE
BUREAU OF FINANCE
BURKE DERMATOLOGY
BURKHOLDER
BURKHOLDER CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC PC
BURMANS MEDICAL SUPPLIES INC
BUTLER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
BYRAM HEALTHCARE CENTERS
BYTOF
C B PATEL MD PA
C D DENISON ORTHOPAEDICS
CA EMER PHYS MED GRP
CAA ANESTHESIA SERVICES
CAA ANESTHESIOLOGY SERVICES
CADENT CORPORATE OFFICE
CALCAGNO AND ROSSI VEIN CTR LLC
CALDWELL PHYSICIANS
CALVERT INTERNAL MEDICIN
CALVERTHEALTH MEDICAL GROUP LLC
CAMBRIA SOMERSET RADIOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC HEALTH COMMI
CAMDEN CLARK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CORPORATION
CAMDEN WALK IN
CAMPANELLA EYE ASSOCIATES PC
CAMPBELL & PHILBIN MEDICAL AS
CAMPUS EYE CENTER
CAMPUS ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
CANCER CARE ASSOCIATES OF YORK
CANDLER HOSPITAL INC
CAPE CORAL FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
CAPE EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
CAPE RADIOLOGY GROUP
CAPE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CAPE REGIONAL URGENT CARE
CAPITAL ANESTHESIA
CAPITAL AREA PEDIATRICS INC
CAPITAL DIGESTIVE CARE LLC
CAPITAL FOOT SPECIALIST
CAPITAL HEALTHCARE PC DBA ALLCARE INC
CAPITAL ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY CENTER
CAPITAL SURGERY AND LASER CENTER LLC
CAPITAL WOMENS CARE
CAPITOL ANESTHESIA ASSOC
CARDELLINO EYE CARE AND OPTICAL
CARDIAC ASSOCIATES PC
CARDIN AND MILLER PHYSICAL THERAPY
CARDIO CARE LLC
CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES LLC
CARDIOLOGY CARE FOR CHILDREN S CORP
CARDIOLOGY CENTER
CARDIOLOGY CLINICAL GROUP
CARDIOLOGY CONSULTANTS
CARDIONET MALVERN REGIONAL
CARDIOVASC CONSULTANTS OF S DE
CARDIOVASCULAR ASSOC MD
CARDIOVASCULAR CENTER OF HAGERSTOWN
CARDIOVASCULAR SPECIALISTS LLC
CARDIOVASCULAR SPECIALISTS OF FREDE
CARE CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
CARE NETWORK COATESVILLE
CARE PLUS OXYGEN INC
CARE PLUS YORK
CARE REGIONAL PHYSICIANS ASSOC
CARECENTRIX INC
CAREMOUNT MEDICAL PC
CARENT LABORATORY SOLUTIONS
CAREY CHIROPRACTIC PC
CARILION ROANOKE MEM HOSP
CARILION STONEWALL JACKSON HOSPITAL
CARIM EYE & RETINA CENTER
CARING HEALTH NETWORK
CARING HOSPICE OF CP LANCASTER
CARLISLE DERMATOLOGY GROUP LLC
CARLISLE EAR NOSE THROAT ASSOCIATES
CARLISLE ENDOSCOPY CENTER LTD
CARLISLE NEUROCARE
CARLISLE PEDIATRIC ASSOC
CAROL RITTER
CAROLINA FOREST URGENT CARE LLC
CAROLINA OB-GYN
CAROLINA RADIOLOGY ASSOC
CARPE DIEM NUTRITION
CARROLL ARTHRITIS PA
CARROLL CHILDRENS CENTER
CARROLL COUNTY ANES ASSOC
CARROLL COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER
CARROLL DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
CARROLL DIGESTIVE ASSOCIATES
CARROLL HEALTH GROUP
CARROLL PRIMARY CARE
CARTY EYE ASSOCIATES LTD
CASSEL
CASSES CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
CATHERINE LOVE TURLINGTON OD PLLC
CB BENWAY CRNP
CBL PATH INC
CC DENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
CCS MEDICAL
CEN FL CARDIOVASCULAR CONSULTANTS
CENTENNIAL STATE LAB, LLC
CENTENNIAL SURGERY CENTER
CENTER FOR DERMATOLOGY- ERIK B
CENTER FOR DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
CENTER FOR KIDNEY DISEASE & HYPERTENSION
CENTER FOR PAIN MANAGEMENT LLC
CENTER FOR UROLOGIC CARE OF BERKS C
CENTER FOR VEIN RESTORATION PA PLLC
CENTERS FOR ADVANCED ORTHOPEDICS LLC
CENTERS FOR REHAB SERVICES
CENTERS PERSONAL TOUCH
CENTRA HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
CENTRAL DUPAGE HOSPITAL
CENTRAL MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
CENTRAL OHIO PRIMARY CARE PHYS INC
CENTRAL PA ASTHMA AND ALLERGY C
CENTRAL PA ANESTHESIA
CENTRAL PA EYE INSTITUTE
CENTRAL PA SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL TEXAS OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
CENTRE DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
CENTRE EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSOC
CENTRE LIFELINK EMS INC
CENTRE PATHOLOGY ASSOC
CENW OCEAN CTY INJURY AND ILLNESS C
CHAMBERS RX LLC
CHAMBERSBURG CHIROPRACTIC
CHAMBERSBURG PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATES
CHAN SOON-SHIONG MEDICAL CENTER
CHANDLER VALLEY URGENT CARE
CHARAN FAMILY MEDICINE
CHARLES A CANNON JR MEMORIAL HO
CHARLES AIESI CONSULTING
CHARLES COLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHARLES J OESTRICH
CHARLESTON NECK & BACK CENTER
CHARLOTTE EYE EAR NOSE THROAT
CHARM CITY THERAPY
CHARTER RADIOLOGY LLC
CHASE BREXTON HEALTH SERVICES
CHAWLA CONSULTANTS
CHCA INC HEMATOLOGY
CHCA NEONATOLOGY
CHCA NJ ENDOCRINOLOGY
CHER LLC
CHEROKEE MEDICAL CENTER
CHERRY TREE FOOT AND ANKLE SPECIALISTS PC
CHERRY TREE PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES
CHESAPEAKE EYE CARE AND LASER
CHESAPEAKE MEDICAL IMAGING
CHESAPEAKE MEDICAL SOLUTIONS PA
CHESAPEAKE REHAB EQUIPMENT INC
CHESAPEAKE UROLOGY ASSOCIATES
CHESNEN LASER EYE CENTER
CHESMONT MEDICAL PC
CHESTNUT HILL CLINIC COMPANY L
CHESTNUT HILL HOSPITAL
CHICAGO COSMETIC SURGERY AND DERMATOLOGY SC
CHIKE ONWUKA MD
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENT PEDIATR
CHILDREN MEDICAL GROUP PA
CHILDREN ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
CHILDRENS BRACE INC
CHILDRENS CLINIC OF WYOMISSING
CHILDRENS COMMUNITY CARE
CHILDRENS COMMUNITY PEDIATRICS
CHILDRENS HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATES
CHILDRENS HEALTH CLINICAL
CHILDRENS HOSP OF PHILADELPHIA
CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
CHILDRENS NATL MED ASSOC
CHILDRENS SURGERY CENTER LLC
CHILDRENS SURGERY CENTER OF MALVERN
CHILDRENS SURGICAL ASSOC LTD
CHINCOTEAGUE VOL FIRE CO
CHIPPENHAM JW HOSPITAL
CHIROPRACTIC 1ST
CHIROPRACTIC ATHLETIC CENTER
CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH WORKS
CHMC ANESTHESIA FOUND INC
CHOICE HEALTH CARE INC
CHOICEONE URGENT CARE II, PC
CHOICEONE URGENT CARE III PC
CHOICEONE URGENT CARE, LLC
CHOP BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
CHRISTIANA CARE
CHRISTINE MEYER MD LLC
CHRISTINE P LEWIS PC
CHRISTOPHER A SEDA
CHS PHYSICIAN PARTNERS
CHURCHLAND INTERNAL MEDICINE
CIANFLONE OPTOMETRY LLC
CICCARELLI KAREN JILL MD
CINCINNATI CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
CITY HEALTHCARE LLC
CITY MEDICAL OF UPPER EAST SIDE
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA
CITY OF PITTSBURGH EMS
CLARK
CLARKSBURG PEDIATRICS
CLEARCHOICEMD PLLC
CLEVELAND CLINIC
CLEVELAND CLINIC FLORIDA
CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION
CLEVELAND CLINIC HOSPITAL
CLEVELAND HEARTLAB INC
CLINIC FOR CHILDREN PA
CLINICAL ASSOCIATES
CLINICAL CARE ASSOCIATES
CLINICAL HEALTH CARE ASSOC
CLINICAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL SVC L
CLOMPUS RETO & HALSCHEID VISION ASSOCIATES
CMCH ASSOC IN RADIOLOGY
CNMC
CNY FERTILITY CENTER
COASTAL HEALTHCARE
COASTAL WOMENS HEALTHCARE
COATESVILLE VAMC
COCHLEAR AMERICAS
COHEN
COHEN DERMATOPATHOLOGY
COLA ASSOCIATES DERMATOLOGY PC
COLLANTES ROBERTO CA B
COLLEGE STATION ER LLC
COLLIN SHEEHAN
COLO & RECTAL SURGERY LTD
COLORADO IMAGING ASSOC PC
COLORADO MOUNTAIN MEDICAL LLC
COLUMBIA FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
COLUMBUS RADIOLOGY CORP
COMFORT CARE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
COMM HOSP OF THE MONTEREY
COMMONHEALTH ORTHO PT
COMMONWEALTH EMERG PHYS PC
COMMONWEALTH MEDICAL CENTER PLL
COMMONWEALTH RADIOLOGY
COMMUNITY ANESTHESIA ASSOCIATES
COMMUNITY CARE OF WEST VIRGINIA INC
COMMUNITY CHIROPRACTIC OF YORK LLC
COMMUNITY HEALTH & DENTAL CARE INC
COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF SPOKANE
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
COMMUNITY LIFE TEAM EMS
COMMUNITY MEDICAL ASSOC OF BC
COMMUNITY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
COMMUNITY MEDICAL CENTER HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
COMMUNITY RADIOLOGY ASSOC INC
COMMUNITY SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
COMMUNITY SURGICAL SUPPLY TOMSRIVER
COMMUNITY THERAPY AND SPORTS ME
COMMUNITYMED PLLC
COMPLETE FAMILY FOOT CARE CENTER PC
COMPLIANCE NAVIGATION SPECIALISTS
COMPREHENSIVE CHIROPRACTIC AND REHAB
COMPREHENSIVE NEURO SVC PA
COMPREHENSIVE PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATES LLC
COMPRESSION SOLUTIONS LLC
COMPUUNET CLINICAL LAB
CONEMAUGH-MEMORIAL HOSPT
CONESTOGA EYE PC
CONESTOGA ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
CONFORTI PHYSICAL THERAPY
CONNECTICUT SKINHEALTH LLP
CONSOLIDATED DERMPATH INC
CONSULTANTS IN MEDICAL ONCOLOGY AND HEMATOLOGY
CONWAY HOSPITAL INC
COOPERATIVE HEALTHCARE SE
CORAL GABLES HOSPITAL
CORAM INC
CORE PLUS PHYSICAL THERAPY LLC
CORL EYECARE LLC
CORNERSTONE DERMATOLOGY
COSMETIC AND PLASTIC SURGERY OF CEN
COSMETIC PLASTIC SURGERY AND LA
COSMETIC SURGERY BY WOLF PC
COUNSYL
COUNTRY ROADS PHYSICAL THERAPY RE
COUNTY OF FREDERICK VA FREDERIC
CPO2 INC
CRAIG REYNOLDS MD
CREEK MEDICAL PLLC
CRESCEPDO BIOSCIENCE INC
CRESSCARE MEDICAL
CRITICAL CARE ASSOCIATES
CRITICARE LANCASTER INC
CRNA UNIVERSITY MD MEDICAL
CROSSROADS URGENT CARE, PLLC D
CRUMAY PARNES ASSOCIATES INC
CSA LTD UROLOGY
CUMBERLAND GOODWILL FIRE RESCUE
CUMBERLAND ORTHOPEDIC & SPINE PT
CUMBERLAND VALLEY ENT CONSULT
CUMBERLAND VALLEY OB GYN
CUMBERLAND VALLEY RETINA
CUMBERLAND VALLEY RHEUMATOLOGY
CURATIVE LABS INC
CVPH MEDICAL CENTER
CVS PHARMACY
D AND J SALES COMPANY LLC
DAHL-CHASE PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATES
DAILEY EYE ASSOCIATES INC
DALEY FAMILY EYE CARE PC
DALLASTOWN MEDICAL ASSOC
DANA FARBER CANCER INSTI
DANIEL B NEFF DPT PHYSICAL THERAPY
DANIEL J VILE DO PC
DANOWSKI DERMATOLOGY
DARE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
DARRELL M SIPE OPTICIAN INC
DARTMOUTH HITCHCOCK CLINIC
DAVENSHIRE MEDICAL CENTER PARTNERSHIP
DAVID A THOMAS NEUROLOGY ASSOC
DAVID GANNON DPM LLC
DAVID H HERSCHTHAL
DAVID K CHOW MD MPH FACS
DAVID L STREISFELD MD PC
DAVID MADEIRA
DAVID R CIOFFI DPM
DAVIS KIRK W
DAVITA MEDICAL GRP COS
DEACONESS HOSPITAL
DEAN HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
DEARMENT ENDOCRINOLOGY LLC
DELAWARE COUNTY MEMORIAL
DELAWARE DERMATOLOGY PA
DELAWARE DIAGNOSTIC LABS
DELAWARE RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES PA
DIGESTIVE DISEASE INSTITUTE
DILIGENT URGENT CARE
DILLSBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTE
DINESH KALARIA
DITTMAN EYECARE, INC
DITZLER PHYSICAL THERAPY LLC
DJO LLC
DOCS URGENT CARE INC-STAMF
DOCTORS CARE SC BEACH
DOCTORS EXPRESS OF TIMONIUM
DOCTORS PATHOLOGY SERVICES
DOCTORS WALK-IN CARE
DOMBROWSKI EYE ASSOCIATES
DONAHOE TODD
DONNA DOW MD
DONOVAN R HANSEN DDS
DORA K LEUNG
DOVER AREA AMB CLUB
DOYLESTOWN HOSPITAL
DR DAVID J SILVERSTEIN ASSOCIATES
DR GAURAV KUMAR
DR HELENE KOCH DO
DR JOHN R WESTINE
DR MARC ZASLOW
DR MONTANARELLA & ASSOCIATES
DR NAHLA CHAUDHARY DDS
DR PETER C HOFFMAN PA
DR POANES CHIROPRACTIC
DR RICHARD D MYERS LTD
DR SURYA K VANGORE MD
DR VU NGUYEN MD
DRAYER PHYSICAL THERAPY PENNSYLVAN
DREVNA PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOC
DRS EICHENLAUB AND MAY
DRS KORENGOLD MAYOL LIGHT-DEUTS
DRS MAURIELLO AND ORFAN PA
DRS MAY-GRAHT ASSOCIATES
DRS O'BRIEN ROBINSON LLC
DRS RHOADS MATZ & USUKA
DRS RUMBARGER AND SCHIRO PA
DRS SANDRA M KROKOS & THOMAS P KISLAN PC
DRS STROH AND BUTLER PA
DRS VAYWALA AHN PA
DRS WEISS & BECKER PA
DRUGSCAN INC
DUFER LLC
DUKE UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PHYSICIA
DUKE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DULANEY EYE INSTITUTE
DUNDALK PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES
DURSO
DWIC OF TAMPA BAY INC
Dwyer
DYNAMIC MEDICAL LLC
DYNAMIC MOBILE IMAGING
DYNAMIC THERAPY SERVICES LLC
DYNASPLINT SYSTEMS INC
DYNAVOX SYSTEMS LLC
EAST BERLIN CHIROPRACTIC
EAST COAST AMBULANCE SERVICE
EAST COAST PATHOLOGY OF FLORID
EAST COOPER PHYSICIAN NETWORK LLC
EAST EARL CHIROPRACTIC
EAST FREEDOM SURGICAL ASSOCIATE
EAST RIVER MEDICAL ASSOC PC
EASTERN CAROLINA CARDIOVASCUL
EASTERN MAINE MEDICAL CEN
EASTERN PANHANDLE ANESTHESIA AS
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA PHYSICIAN ALLI
EASTERN RADIOLOGISTS INC
EASTERN SHORE RURAL HEALTH SYSTEM
ECHA INTERNAL MEDCINE
EDEN HILL EXPRESS CARE, LLC
EDEN PARK PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES
EDGEPARK MEDICAL SUPPLIES
EDMON JACOBSON MD
EDWARDS HEALTHCARE SERVICES
EHAB SHALABY MD PA DBA MARYLAN
EINSTEIN PRACTICE PLAN INC
ELANCO CHIROPRATIC & REHAB CTR
ELDER EYE CARE
ELECTROMED INC
ELECTROSTIM MED SERVICES INC
ELIZA R FARRELL DO PC
ELGUERO MD SONIA
ELITE ANESTHESIA GROUP INC
ELITE DIAGNOSTIC LLC
ELITE EMS INC
ELITE EYECARE INC
ELITE MD GROUP LLC
ELITE THERAPY SOLUTIONS LLC
ELIZABETH HANSEN
ELIZABETHTOWN EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS LLC
ELIZUR CORPORATION
ELMAN RETINA GROUP
ELMWOOD EYE CENTER
EMERG CARE SERV OF PA PC
EMERGENCY CARE SPEC PC
EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSOC PSC-H
EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES OF TAM
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SPECIALISTS
EMERGENCY MEDICINE ASSOCIATES PA
EMERGENCY MEDICINE PROFESSIONALS
EMERGENCY PHY ASSOC OF PA
EMERGENCY PHYS OF CENTRAL FL LLP
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS IMMEDIATE CARE CENTER 2 LLC
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS OF ENGLEWOOD PC
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS OF TIDEWATER
EMERGENCY RESOURCES GROUP
EMERGENCY SERVICE ASSOC
EMERGICARE OF HARRISONBURG
EMES PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES INC
EMG NEUROLOGY CENTER INC
EMKEY ARTHRITIS & OSTEOPOROSIS
EMMITTSBURG OSTEO PRIM CARE
EMS ST LUKES AND ROOSEV
EMU HEALTH SERVICES
ENCINITAS EMERGENCY MEDICINE
ENDOCRINOLOGY
ENDOCRINOLOGY OF CENTRAL PA LLC
ENDOSCOPY CENTER AT ROBINWOOD
ENDOSCOPY CENTER OF CENTRAL PA
ENGLEWOOD HOSP MED CTR
ENMCPA
ENT AND ALLERGY ASSOCIATES OF FLORIDA LLC
ENT FACIAL PLASTIC SURG SPEC
ENT HEAD AND NECK SPECIALISTS
ENTERON DBA POPULAR CHURCH ANESTHESIA
ENTERPRISE VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
ENZO CLINICAL LABORATORY
EPHRATA COMMUNITY AMBULANCE ASSOCIA
EPHRATA FAMILY EYECARE
EPIC HEALTH SERVICES EAST
EPIC MEDICAL SOLUTIONS
EPSTEIN
ERIC WITMER
ERIC L ELLIS MD INC
ERIC M KATCH DMD
ESHBAUGH
ESOTERIX GENETIC LABORATORIES LLC
ESSE HEALTH
ETERNAL DERMATOLOGY AND AESTHETIC CENTER LLC
ETTENGER
EUREKA VFC AMBULANCE
EVANGELICAL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
EVANGELICAL GEISINGER HEALTH LLC
EVANGELICAL MEDICAL SERVICES ORGANIZATION
EVERETT AND HURITE OPHTHALMIC ASSN
EVOLUTION SPORTS PHYSIOTHERAPY INC
EXACT SCIENCES LABORATORIES
EXCEL PHYSICAL THERAPY
EXCEPTIONAL MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION
EXPRESS ER AUSTIN PA
EXPRESS HEALTHCARE LLC
EXPRESS MEDICAL SUPPLY INC
EXPRESS MOBILE DIAGNOSTIC SERVI
EXPRESS RX LLC
EYE ASSOCIATES OF LANCASTER LTD
EYE CARE ASSOCIATES OF MARYLAND LLC
EYE CENTER OF LANCASTER COUNTY
EYE CONSULTANTS OF NORTHERN V
EYE CONSULTANTS OF PENNSYLVANIA
EYE DOCTORS OF LANC
EYE GROUP OF LANC CNTY LT
EYE HEALTH PHYSICIANS OF LANCASTER
EYE PHYSICANS OF LANCASTER
EYE SPECIALISTS AND SURGEONS OF
EYECARE PROFESSIONAL PC
EYECARE PROFESSIONALS
EYELAND OPTICAL
EYES OF YORK CATARACT & LASER CENTER PC
EYES OF YORK SURGERY CENTER
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F S RADIOLOGY PC
FAB EYE CARE CENTER PC
FACCHINA EYE CENTER
FACEY MEDICAL FOUNDATION
FAIR OAKS IMAGING CENTER
FAIRFAX PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES PC
FAIRFAX RADIOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS
FAIRLANE GARDENS NURSING AND REHAB
FAIRVIEW CLINICS
FAIRVIEW TOWNSHIP EMS
FAITH ESTERSON MD LLC
FALLS CHIROPRACTIC INJURY
FALLS MEDICAL SPECIALISTS, LLC
FAMILY ALLERGY & ASTHMA
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSOCIA
FAMILY CARE HOME MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
FAMILY CENTER FOR ALLERGY & ASTHMA
FAMILY CHIRO OF LANCASTER CO
FAMILY EYE GROUP PC
FAMILY FIRST HEALTH
FAMILY HEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
FAMILY HEALTHCARE
FAMILY MEDICINE ASSOC OF WYOMI
FAMILY MEDICINE ASSOCIATES
FAMILY PRACTICE ASSOCIATES OF EXTON
FAMILY PRACTICE ASSOCIATES OF UPPER DUBLIN
FAMILY PRACTICE CENTER PC
FAMILY PRACTICE OF HONEY BROOK
FAMILY TREE CHIROPRACTIC LLC
FANNETTMETAL FIRE AND AMBULANCE CO
FARMER
FARRELL PLASTIC SURGERY PC
FASMA
FAST TRACK URGENT CARE
FAST TRACK URGENT CARE - SOUTH TAMPA
FAVA AND MARIA EYE ASSOCIATES
FAYETTEVILLE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
FC SELECT II LLC
FEDERICO P GIRARDI
FERTILITY CENTER OF MD
FERTILITY PARTNERS OF PA
FERTILITY REPRODUCTIVE M MAIN LINE
FF THOMPSON HOSPITAL
FIELDS CHIROPRACTIC
FIFTH AVENUE MEDICAL GROUP
FIREFMANS AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION INC
FIRST AID & SAFETY PATROL
FIRST CALL URGENT CARE
FIRST CAPITAL TRANSPORT
FIRST CHOICE PEDIATRICS
FIRST CHOICE REHAB SPECIALISTS
FIRST COLONIES ANESTHESIA
FISCHER LASER EYE CENTER LLC
FITCHETT CHIROPRACTIC
FIVE STAR PHYSICIAN SERVICES LLC
FIVEPOINTVILLE AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION
FL CLINICAL PRACTICE ASSOC.
FL DERMATOLOGY & SKIN CANCER S
FLAIM
FLATRONS SPINE AND JOINT
FLEETWOOD FOOTCARE CENTER PC
FLORIDA EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
FLORIDA HOSPITAL CELEBRATION
FLORIDA HOSPITAL CENTRA CARE
FLORIDA HOSPITAL FLAGLER
FLORIDA HOSPITAL MEDICAL GROUP INC
FLORIDA HOSPITAL NEW SMY
FLORIDA HOSPITAL PHYSICIAN GROUP INC DBA ADVENTHEA
FLORIDA MEDICAL CLINIC PA
FLORIDA ORTHOPAEDIC INSTITUTE
FLORIDA SURGICAL SPECIALISTS
FLORIDA WOMAN CARE
FLOW HEALTH LABORATORIES
FMC MEDICAL FOUNDATION INC
FMH ROSEHILL LAB
FOCUSMD NC1013 PLLC
FOLIUM INC DBA LAUREL LIFE
FOOT & ANKLE ASSOC OF LANCASTER LLC
FOOT AND ANKLE CENTER PC
FOOT AND ANKLE SPECIALISTS OF
FORBES DMD D VANO J
FORTI AND CONSEVAGE PC
FORTY FORT ANESTHESIA ASSOCIATES LLC
FOSTER CHIROPRACTIC
FOUNDATION MEDICINE
FOUNDATION RADIOLOGY GROUP PC
FOX REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
FPMG DBA RADIOLOGY SPECIALIST
FRANCIS J MANNING MD PC
FRANKLIN COUNTY MEDICAL
FRANKLIN SQUARE HOSPITAL
FRANKLIN WOODS COMMUNITY
FREDERICK COUNTY DIVISION OF FIRE
FREDERICK COUNTY PEDIATRICS LLC
FREDERICK DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES
FREDERICK EYE INSTITUTE
FREDERICK FOOT AND ANKLE SPECIALIST
FREDERICK GASTROENTEROLOGY
FREDERICK INT MED AND ENDO SERVICES
FREDERICK MEDICAL & PULMONARY ASSOCIATES
FREDERICK MEMORIAL NEONATAL ASSOC
FREDERICK PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES
FREDERICK SURGICAL CENTER
FREDERICKSBURG FAMILY EYECARE PC
FREEDOM PHYSICAL THERAPY PERFORMA
FRESENIUS MEDICAL CARE CHAMBERSBURG
FRIENDSHIP HLHANDA INC
FRIENDSHIP HOSE CO NO 1
FULTON COUNTY CHIROPRACTIC LLC
FULTON COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
FULTON DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY LLC
FULTON GARY A
FUNCTIONAL REHAB SOLUTIONS LLC
FUSION HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
FUSION INTEGRATIVE HEALTH
GAFFER SYED MD PA
GAGNON ONCOLOGY LLC
GARFIELD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
GASTRO ASSOCIATES
GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOCIATES
GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOCIATES PC
GASTROENTEROLOGY OF NORTHEAST
GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY ASSOCIATES
GATEWAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES PC
GBMC JARRETTSVILLE FAMILY CARE
GCMC EMERGENCY
GEISINGER CLINIC
GEISINGER LEWISTOWN HOSPITAL
GEISINGER MEDICAL CENTER
GEISINGER WYOMING VALLEY MEDIC
GENADYNE BIOTECHNOLOGIES INC
GENE BY GENE LTD
GENEDX INC
GENERAL LONG ISLAND EYE CARE
GENESIS MEDICAL LABORATORY CORP
GENETICS AND IVF INSTITUTE
GENETWORX
GENNADY DR LANDA
GENOMEDX BIOSCIENCES CORP
GENOMIC HEALTH INC
GENOVA DIAGNOSTICS INC
GENTILE HAND CLINIC
GEORGE ERIC C
GEORGE LINSEY OD PC
GEORGE M KOSCO III DO AND ASSOCIATE
GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
GEORGE ROSO MD PLLC
GEORGE WASHINGTON U HOSP
GEORGETOWN MEMORIAL
GEORGETOWN PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES LLC
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
GEORGIA EMERGENCY ASSOCIATES
GEORGIA MEDICAL GROUP LLC
GERHART
GERIATRICS ADULT MEDICINE
GEROGETOWN RADIOLOGY
GEISSLER CLINIC PA
GETTYSBURG CANCER CENTER
GETTYSBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
GETTYSBURG DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
GETTYSBURG EYE CARE PC
GETTYSBURG OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOC
GETTYSBURG PEDIATRICS
GHS PIH DBA UMG
GIANT EAGLE PHARMACY PBV
GIESSWEIN PLASTIC SURGERY LLC
GILLIGANS EYE LAND
GINO A GISMONDI DDS PLLC
GINSBERG MD JEROME H
GLASER
GLAUCOMA CONSULTANTS
GLEN ECHO SURGERY CENTER LLC
GLEN ROCK AMBULANC
GLENN G MILLER PC
GLOBAL PHYSICIAN NETWORK LLC SE
GOEPFERT EYE ASSOCIATES INC
GOLDBERG ROSENSTEIN KHAN & FORMAN
GOLDEN STATE DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES LLC
GOLDSTONE
GOOD CHIROPRACTIC
GOOD SHEPHERD REHAB HOSPITAL
GORDON M BELL DDS
GRACE PHARMACY SOLUTIONS LLC
GRAHAM
GRAHAM FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC PC
GRAHAM MEDICAL CLINIC PC
GRAMERCY GYNECOLOGY
GRAND STRAND REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
GRAND VIEW EMER SPECIALISTS
GRAND VIEW HOSPITAL
GRANDVIEW SURGERY AND LASER CENTER
GRANT MEDICAL CENTER
GRANT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
GRANTLEY FIRE AND EMS
GREATER BALTIMORE MEDICAL CENT
GREATER BALTIMORE PATHOLOGY ASSOCIA
GREATER CHESAPEAKE HAND SPECIALISTS PA
GREATER PITTSBURGH HEALTH VASC
GREATER VISION EYE ASSOCIATES
GREEN
GREEN CO HEALTH DEPT
GREEN HILL FAMILY HEALTH CENT
GREEN MOUNTAIN REHAB
GREEN SPRING INTERNAL MEDICINE
GREEN SPRING STATION ENDOSCOPY
GREENCASTLE EYE CARE CENTER IN
GREENTREE MEDICAL CENTER PC
GRENIVILLE HEALTH SYS
GREGORY A ANOIA OD
GREGORY J TRAMUTA MD PC
GREGORY L HENDERSON MD FACS INC
GROVE
GROWING IN MOTION LLC
GS LABS
GSH HOME MED CARE INC
GSL HOSPITAL
GSLPG INC
GUARDANT HEALTH INC.
GUARINO
GULF COAST HMA PHYSICIAN MANAGEMENT LLC
GUTHRIE MEDICAL GROUP PC
GUTHRIE TOWANDA MEMORIAL
GYN SPECIALISTS PRESBYTERIAN OFFICE
HABIB HONG
HACKENSACK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTE
HACKETTSTOWN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
HAGERSTOWN FAMILY MEDICINE PC
HAGERSTOWN GASTROENTEROLOGY
HAGERSTOWN HEART PA
HAGERSTOWN HOME CARE THERAPY IN
HAGERSTOWN PEDIATRICS PC
HAGERSTOWN SURGERY CENTER
HALIFAX HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS INC
HALIODX INC
HAMPDEN PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES
HAMPDEN TOWNSHIP EMS
HANDS IN HEALTH PC
HANGER CLINIC
HANGER PROSTHETICS & ORTHOTICS
HANOVER ANESTHESIOLOGY & PAIN MEDICINE PC
HANOVER AREA FIRE AND RESCUE COMMIS
HANOVER CARDIOLOGY LLC
HANOVER FAMILY PRACTICE ASSOCIATES
HANOVER HOSPITAL
HANOVER PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATES
HANOVER PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES
HANOVER SURGICENTER LLC
HANOVER WOMENS HEALTH CARE
HARAMANDEEP SINGH MD INC
HARBERGER
HARCART HEALTH HOLDINGS LLC
HARCOURT CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
HARDIN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HARFORD GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOCIATES
HARFORD PRIMARY CARE LLC
HAR-KEL INC
HARNE SONG WOO MD PA
HARRIGER CHIROPRACTIC
HARRIS, HELEN L
HARRISBURG ENDOSCOPY & SURGERY CENT
HARRISBURG EYE ASSOCIATES PC
HARRISBURG GASTROENTEROLOGY
HARTMAN OMS
HARTSVILLE MEDICAL GROUP LLC
HARTZ PHYSICAL THERAPY
HARTZELL EYE SPECIALISTS LLC
HARTZELL RUPP OPHTHALMOLOGY PC
HATHAWAY SHAWN R
HAWAII HAND AND REHAB SVCS LLC
HAZLETON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
HCC OF CARLISLE PC
HCR MANOR CARE MED SERVICES
HCS DBA LINCARE
HCT PATHOLOGY SERVICES LLC
HEAD NECK COSMETIC AND SURGERY ASSOCIATES LLC
HEALTH CLINIC BARNES CENTER AT THE ARCH 2ND FLOOR
HEALTH FOR LIFE CLINIC INC
HEALTH HERO PA LLC
HEALTH NETWORK LABORATORIES
HEALTH TRANSPORT PARTNERS INC
HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE INC
HEALTHCARE FOR WOMEN
HEALTHDRIVE PODIATRY GROUP
HEALTHIER SLEEP SOLUTIONS LLC
HEALTHONE CLIN SERV PRIM CARE
HEALTHQUEST ESOTERICS INC
HEALTHSOUTH REHAB YORk INC
HEALTHY LIVING CHIROPRACTIC LLC
HEALTHY STARTS PEDIATRICS PC
HEALTHY STEPS PEDIATRICS LLC
HEALTHY STEPS PODIATRY CENTER PLLC
HEARING AND EAR CARE CENTER
HEARING HEALTH PA LLC
HEART GROUP OF LANCASTER GENERAL
HEARTLAND HOME HEALTH AND
HEARTLAND PATHOLOGOGY CONSULTANT
HECHT ORAL MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY PC
HEINZ CHIROPRACTIC LLC
HELIX OPCO LLC
HEMLER FAMILY EYE CARE LLC
HENRIQUES
KENNA
KENNEDY KRIEGER ASSOCIATES
KENNEDY KRIEGER INSTITUTE
KENNETH BAKER DC LLC
KENNETH M. KOZLOWSKI, DC, PA
KERSH DC GREGORY D
KESSOUS KESSOUS MD PC DBA MONTGOMERY MEDICAL CLINI
KEYSTONE DERMATOLOGY AND CTR FO
KEYSTONE EYE CARE GROUP
KEYSTONE HEALTH
KEYSTONE ORTHOPAEDIC SPECIALISTS
KEYSTONE ORTHOPEDIC PT LLC
KEYSTONE PAIN AND REHABILITATI
KEYSTONE PODIATRIC MEDICAL ASSOC PC
KEYSTONE QUALITY TRANSPORT
KEYSTONE STATE FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC LLC
KEYSTONE UROLOGY SPECIALISTS
KHAN
KHAN AHMAD MD
KHIN TUNMD
KIDZ DBA CRITICAL CARE NEWBORN
KIDZTHERAPYZONELLC
KILMORE
KIMMEL NASAL AND SINUS CENTER
KING & ASSOCIATES PT INC
KING DENNIS E
KINGS PHYSICIAN SERVICES PC
KINSTON COMMUNITY HEALTH CTR
KIRBY HEALTH CENTER
KIRMAN EYE
KITCHELL CHIROPRACTIC
KLATCHKO
KLEIN
KLEIN & ASSOCIATES MD PA
KNOX COUNTY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
KNOXVILLE GYNECOLOGIC CANCER SPECIALISTS
KOLLER
KONNDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
KOSENSKE
KOURY FAMILY EYE CARE
KRAJEWSKI
KRISTEN LAWRENZ
KRUEGER CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
LAURA A RUBY CRNP
LAURA LIEBERMAN MD PA
LAWALL AT HERSHEY INC
LAWRENCE I KATIN MD PC
LEADER HEIGHTS EYE CENTER
LEADER HEIGHTS SPINE JOINT & NERVE ASSOCIATES
LEADER SURGICAL CENTER
LEARNING AND THERAPY CORNER
LEBANON ANESTHESIOLOGY ASSOCIATES
LEBANON DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
LEBANON EYECARE ASSOCIATES
LEBANON FAMILY DENTAL
LEBANON IMAGING ASSOCIATES PC
LEBANON INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATE
LEBANON PAIN RELIEF CENTER
LEBANON PATHOLOGY ASSOC
LEBANON VALLEY FAMILY MEDICINE
LEBOUITZ
LECOM SENIOR LIVING CENTER
LECONTE MEDICAL CENTER
LEE
LEE MEMORIAL HEALTH SYSTEM
LEG UP FARM
LEHIGH ANES ASSOC PC
LEHIGH VALLEY ANESTHESIA SERVICE
LEHIGH VALLEY HOSPITAL
LEHIGH VALLEY HOSPITAL C
LEHIGH VALLEY PHYSICIAN GROUP
LEHIGH VALLEY RESPIRATORY
LEHIGH VALLEY TOXICOLOGY LLC
LEMOYNE PRIMARY CARE PC
LENSCO DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY
LEONAL PEREZ
LEONARD A FEITELL MD
LEONARD J MARCHINSKI MD PC
LEVIN LUMINAIS EYE ASSOCIATES
LEWIS GALE PHYSICIANS LLC
LEWISGALE HOSPITAL MONTGOMERY
LEXINGTON URGENT CARE PLLC
LIANG EYECARE PC
LIBERTY FIRE CO #1/EAST BERLIN
LIFE BRIDGE COMM PEDIATRICS
LIFE CHANGES BOUTIQUE INC
LIFE STRENGTH PHYSICAL THERAPY
LIFEBRIDGE COMMUNITY GASTROENTEROLOGY
LIFEBRIDGE COMMUNITY PHYSICIANS INC
LIFEBRIDGE COMMUNITY PULMONOLO
LIFEBRIDGE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
LIFEBRIDGE PRIMARY CARE OF NORTH CAROL LLC
LIFELINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LLC
LIFESTAR RESPONSE OF MARYLAND
LIJ MEDICAL CENTER
LILAC HEALTHCARE LLC
LILLIAN M MORGAN
LIMA RADIOLOGICAL ASSOC INC
LINCARE INC
LINDA C WANG MD LLC
LINEBORO VOLUNTEER FIRE
LISA K FEULNER MD PHD PA
LITHOLINK CORPORATION
LITITZ EYE CARE PC
LITITZ FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
LMG FAMILY PRACTICE
LOCICERO MEDICAL GROUP
LOCK HAVEN EMERGENCY PHYS
LOCK HAVEN EMS
LOCK HAVEN HOSPITAL
LONGMEADOW EYE CARE INC
LONGS CHIRO HLTH SVCS PC
LONNIE BARKBY
LORI J IZABAL MD A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
LOSE WEIGHT I LLC
LOTUS HEALTH
LOUDOUN COUNTY COMBINED FIRE RESCUE
LOUDOUN IMAGING CENTER ASHBURN LLC
LOUDOUN MEDICAL GROUP
LOWEY CHIROPRACTIC WELLNESS CENTER
LOWITT
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
LSU HEALTHCARE NETWORK
LUDWICK EYE CENTER
LUDWICK LASER AND SURGERY CENTE
LUNG AND ALLERGY HEALTH ASSOCIATES
LUTHERVILLE HEMATOLOGY AND ONCOLOGY
LV PAIN AND PRIMARY CARE
LVHN COORDINATED PROFESSIONAL PRA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LYNCHBURG GENERAL HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M ALLAN BERK MD SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M L HOSP INC BRYN MAWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M L HOSP INC LANKENAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M M P &amp; W VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M S HAQ MD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M SEAN HURLEY DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC PHYSICIANS LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACKEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACLARY FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACQUAID EYE INSTITUTE LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADDEN PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADEIRA CHIROPRACTIC AND REHABILITATION PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADEIRA CHIROPRACTIC WELLNESS CENTER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON WOMEN'S CLINIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGASS FAMILY MEDICINE AND URGENT CARE LLC DBA MAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGEE WOMENS HOSPITAL OF UPMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHONING VALLEY EMERGENCY SPECIALISTS LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE ALLERGY - ARDMORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE EMERGENCY MED ASSOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE HEALTH IMAGING LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE HEALTHCARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE PATHOLOGY ASSOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE SURGERY CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINE COAST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINE MEDICAL CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINLINE PHARMACY CRESSON LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAITRI HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALIK &amp; QADIR PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANATEE CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANATEE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANATEE PATHOLOGY ASSO PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANATEE SURGICAL CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCHESTER AMBULANCE CLUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCHESTER FAMILY MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCHESTER FIRE ENGINE AND HOOK AND LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANHATTAN ANESTHESIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANHEIM TOWNSHIP AMBULANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN &amp; HENRY Podiatry Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANOR CARE OF DALLASTOWN PA LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANZAR J SHAFI MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARC M GAMERMAN DC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARCOS A UGARTE MD
MARGARETVILLE HOSPITAL
MARINERS HOSPITAL
MARKIV CONSULTANTS
MARYLAND ANESTHESIA PARTNERS
MARRERO MD, CARLOS J
MARTHA JEFFERSON MED GRP LLC
MARTIN
MARTIN FOOT AND ANKLE CENTER
MARTIN MEMORIAL PHYSICIAN CORP
MARTINSBURG EYE ASSOCIATES PLLC
MARTINSBURG PEDIATRICS
MARTINSBURG RADIOLOGY ASSOC
MARTINSBURG VAMC
MARY ANNE CRAWFORD DC LLC
MARY HITCHCOCK MEMORIAL
MARY WASHINGTON HOSPITAL
MARYLAND ANESTHESIA PAIN M
MARYLAND BARIATRICS PC
MARYLAND CENTER FOR CHINESE MEDICINE LLC
MARYLAND ENDOCRINE PA
MARYLAND FAMILY CARE INC
MARYLAND FOOT AND ANKLE SPECIALISTS
MARYLAND GENERAL HOSPITAL
MARYLAND ONCOLOGY HEMATOLOGY PC
MARYLAND PEDIATRIC GROUP LLC
MARYLAND PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN
MARYLAND PROTON TREATMENT CTR
MARYLAND SKIN CANCER SPEC
MARYLAND SPINE CENTER
MARYLAND SPORTSCARE & REHAB LLC
MARYLAND SURGICAL CARE PC
MARYLAND VISION CENTER
MARYLAND VISION INSTITUTE
MASLAND ASSOCIATES INC
MASS GENERAL HOSPITAL
MASS GENERAL PHYSICIANS ORGANIZATION
MATERNAL FETAL MEDICINE ASSOC O
MATTHEW LEPITO
MAYO CLINIC FLORIDA
MAYO CLINIC JACKSONVILLE
MAYOR & CITY COUNCIL
MCCANN ACUPUNCTURE
MCCONNELL ROBIN K
MCCONNELLSBURG VFC
MCCORKLE
MCCRAY CHIROPRACTIC AND HEALTH
MCHS CHAMBERSBURG
MCKESSION PATIENT CARE SOLUTIONS INC
MCKINNEY
MCLEOD FAMILY MEDICINE SEACOAST
MCLEOD LORIS SEACOAST HOSPITAL
MCMANAWAY
MCR HEALTH INC
MD ANDERSON CANCER CENT
MD HOME INC
MDXHEALTH INC
MEADOW KIDNEY CARE
MEADVILLE MEDICAL CENTER
MECHANICSBURG CHIROPRACTIC PC
MED HEALTH SERVICES
MEDCARE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
MEDCARE EXPRESS NORTH CHARLE
MEDCARE SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY LLC
MEDEQUIP INC
MEDEXPRESS INC DELAWARE
MEDEXPRESS URGENT CARE MP
MEDEXPRESS URGENT CARE NEW JERSEY INC
MEDEXPRESS URGENT CARE NORTHERN NEW JERSEY PC
MEDEXPRESS URGENT CARE PC MARYLAND
MEDEXPRESS URGENT CARE PC VIRGINIA
MEDEXPRESS URGENT CARE PC
MEDHELP PC
MEDI QUICK URGENT CARE CENTERS
MEDICAL ACCESS PC
MEDICAL ARTS ALLERGY PC
MEDICAL CENTER RADIOLOGY GROUP
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES
MEDICAL EMERGENCY PROF LLC
MEDICAL EXPRESS DEPOT
MEDICAL IMAGING OF LEHIGH
MEDICAL PRACTICES OF ANTIETAM LLC
MEDICAL REHAB ASSOCIATES
MEDICAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT LLC
MEDICAL SOLUTIONS SUPPLIER
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
MEDI-LYNX CARDIAC MONITORING LL
MEDLINE INDUSTRIES INC
MEDOPTIONS MD
MEDOVILLE INC
MEDPRO RX INC
MEDSOURCE LLC
MEDSTAR FRANKLIN SQUARE PHYSICIANS LLC
MEDSTAR GEORGETOWN MED CT
MEDSTAR GOOD SAMARITAN PHYSIC
MEDSTAR HARBOR HOSPITAL PHYSICIANS LLC
MEDSTAR HEART INSTITUTE
MEDSTAR MED GRP II LLC
MEDSTAR MEDICAL GROUP RADIOLOGY
MEDSTAR UNION MEMORIAL PHYSICIAN
MEDSTAR URGENT CARE LLC
MEDSTREAM ANESTHESIA PLLC
MEDSURG URGENT CARE
MEDWELL
MEIER & MOSER ASSOCIATES PC
MEILLER
MELISSA PLOWMAKER
MELISSA SCHWARTZ DO LLC
MELNICK
MEMORIAL ANESTHESIOLOGY GROUP
MEMORIAL CARDIOPULMONARY GROUP
MEMORIAL DERMATOLOGY GROUP
MEMORIAL HOSP FOR CANCER
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MEMORIAL NEUROLGY GROUP
MEMORIAL NUCLEAR MED GROUP
MEMORIAL PATHOLOGY GROUP
MEMORIAL SOLID TUMOR GROUP
MEMORIAL URGENT CARE
MEMPHIS OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
MEND HEALTH INC
MENNO HAVEN INC
MERCY CLINIC EAST COMMUNITIES
MERCY DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING PC
MERCY FITZGERALD HOSPITAL
MERCY HEALTH PHYSICIANS LIMA
MERCY HEALTH PHYSICIANS YOUNG
MERCY MANAGEMENT OF SEPA
MERCY MEDICAL CENTER INC
MERIDIAN LABORATORY PHYSICIAN
MERITUS ENTERPRISES INC
MERITUS MEDICAL CENTER
MERITUS MEDICAL LAB
MERITUS URGENT CARE LLC
MERSI
METRO COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY
METRO SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL CENT
MICHAEL A SLESS OD PA
MICHAEL E ABDULMALAK MD
MICHAEL E SHERLOCK MD
MICHAEL J ZAWISZA DO PC
MICHAEL KOTLICKY
MICHAEL R PICCONE MD
MICHAEL WARNER
MICHIGAN AVENUE INTERNISTS LLC
MID ATLANTIC CHIROPRACTIC CENTER-NORTH
MID ATLANTIC CHIROPRACTIC WELLN
MID ATLANTIC EYE CONSULTANTS
MID ATLANTIC GI CENTER
MID ATLANTIC PEDIATRIC PARTNERS, LLC
MID MARYLAND ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY PA
MID OHIO PEDIATRICS AND ADOLESCENTS INC
MID SUSSEX MEDICAL CENTER
MIDATLANTIC PLASTIC SURGERY
MIDSTATE MOBILE HEALTH PARTNERS
MIDWEST EXPRESS CARE 2
MIDWEST NEUROMINITORING ASSOCIATES
MIDWEST RETINA INC ARENA
MILE BLUFF MEDICAL CENTER INC
MILFORD REGIONAL MEDICAL
MILFORD REGIONAL PHYSICIAN GROUP
MILK MOMS
MILLENNIUM FAMILY PRACTICE LLC
MILLENNIUM PHYSICAL GROUP LLC
MILLER MARILYN
MILLER MD
MIND AND BODY WELLNESS CENTER INC
MINIMED DISTRIBUTION CORP
MINUTE CLINIC LLC
MINUTECLINIC ATL
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL GROUP OF CALIFORNI
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF FLORIDA
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF HAWAII LLC
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF ILL
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF MASSACHUSETTS LLC
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF NC
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF OHIO LLC
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF PENNSYLVANIA
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF RHODE ISLAND LLC
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF SC
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF TEXAS LLC
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBI
MINUTECLINIC DIAGNOSTIC OF VIRGINIA LLC
MIR NEUROLOGY CENTER PA
MIRACA LIFE SCIENCES INC
ML HOSP INC PAOLI
MMG ANESTHESIOLOGY LLC
MMG GEORGETOWN FAMILY PRACTICE
MNR INDUSTRIES LLC
MOA MEDICAL PRACTICES PC
MOBILEX USA
MOCA ORSO LLC
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS
MOLECUlera LABS INC
MONOCACY SURGERY CENTER
MONOCRACY EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
MONTGOMERY ANES CARE LLC
MONTGOMERY CARDIOLOGY LLC
MONTGOMERY MEDICAL INC
MONTGOMERY RADIOLOGY ASSOCIAT
MORGANSTEIN DEFALCIS REHAB INC
MORGANTOWN FAMILY PRACTICE
MORGENSTERN CHIROPRACTIC PC
MORIARTY PHYSICAL THERAPY RALEIGH
MORRISON EYE ASSOCIATES
MORTON HOSPITAL
MOTIVE HEALTH
MOUNT AIRY VOLUNTEER FIRE COMPANY
MOUNT AUBURN PROFESSIONAL SER
MOUNT JOY FOOT & ANKLE ASSOC PC
MOUNT NITTANY MEDICAL CENTER
MOUNT NITTANY PHYSICIAN GROUP
MOUNT SINAI GENOMICS INC
MOUNTAIN EMPIRE SURGERY CENTER L P
MOUNTAIN STATE MEDICAL SPECIALTIES
MRI & CT DIAGNOSTICS
MRI GROUP LLC
MS HERSHEY MEDICAL CENTER
MSC AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTER
MSC ANESTHESIA INC
MSKCC RADIOLOGY GROUP
MSKCC SURGERY GROUP
MT NITTANY MEDICAL CENTER
MT NITTANY MEDICAL CENTER ANES DEPT
MT SPOKANE PEDIATRICS PLLC
MT WASHINGTON PEDIATRIC HOSPITAL
MT WASHINGTON PHYSICIANS
MUDGIL EYE ASSOCIATES PC
MURFREESBORO MED CLINC PA
MUSC PHYSICIANS
MUSCALUS
MYDOC URGENT CARE
MYERS
MYERSTOWN FAMILY PRACTICE PC
MYERSTOWN FIRST AID UNIT
MYEYEDR OPTOMETRY LLC
MYEYEDR OPTOMETRY OF MARYLAND LLC
MYPATEST DOCTOR
MYRIAD GENETIC LABORATORIES
NABIL S MUALLEM MD PC
NADER RAHMANIAN MD LLC
NASHVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT
NASON HOSPITAL
NASON PHYSICIAN PRACTICES
NATERA INC
NATHAN PADMINI R
NATIONAL REHABILITATION HOSP
NATIONAL SEATING AND MOBILITY
NATIONWIDE CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
NATIONWIDE LABORATORY
NATL ALLERGY ASTHMA URTICARIA
NAUGLE
NAZERI
NEB DOCTORS OF MARYLAND LLC
NED P DEVLIN DC
NEMOURS DUPONT PEDIATRICS
NEOGENOMICS LABORATORIES INC
NORTHWEST EMS INC
NORTHWEST HOSPITAL CENTER
NORTHWEST MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
NORTHWESTERN LAKE FOREST
NORTHWESTERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
NORTHWESTERN MEDICAL FACULTY
NORTHWESTERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NORTON WOMENS AND CHILDR
NOURISH ME NUTRITION THERAPY
NOVACARE OUTPATIENT REHABILITATION
NOVANT HEALTH HUNTERSVILLE
NOVANT MEDICAL GROUP INC
NOVOCURE INC
NUNN
NUVANCE HEALTH MEDICAL PRAC
NWA PATHOLOGY ASSOC PA
NY MEDICAL HEALTH PC
NY URGENT CARE PRACTICE PC
NYP BROOKLYN METHODIST
NYPMGHUDSON VALLEY
NYU LANGONE HOSPITALS TISCH
NYU RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES
OA CENTERS FOR ORTHOPAEDICS
OAK HILL HOSPITAL
OB-GYN PHYSICIANS PC
OBHG MARYLAND PC
OBHG VIRGINIA LLC
OCCUPATIONAL & HAND THERAPY SPECIALISTS
OCHSNER CLINIC LLC
OCHSNER MEDICAL CENTER
OCPI INC
ODONNELL
OF FRED INT SPECIALISTS
OF SOUTHEASTERN PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OFFICE OF CHRISTOPHER HOVE MD
OHIO VALLEY PATHOLOGISTS PCO
OLIVER, DIONNE D
OLUYEMISI FAMUYIWA
ON DEMAND URGENT CARE GROUP PC
ONESKIN DERMATOLOGY LLC
ONSITE NEONATAL PC
OPHTHALMOLOGY & SURGICAL INST
OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF YORK
PA ORAL MAXILLOFAC
PACI CHIROPRACTIC INC
PACIFIC ARTHRITIS CARE CENTER
PACIFIC MEDICAL LLC
PACIFIC NEUROMONITORING ASSOC
PACKER
PADDER HEALTH SERVICES LLC
PADILLA MD MARLON
PADONIA PEDIATRICS
PAGE MEMORIAL
PAGE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PAIN AND SPINE SPECIALISTS OF M
PAIN INSTITUTE OF CENTRAL PA PC
PAIN SPECIALISTS OF LANCASTER
PALI MOMI MEDICAL CENTER
PALLIATIVE MEDICINE CONSULTANTS
PALM HARBOR FAMILY PRACTICE & WALK-IN
PALMETTO DIGESTIVE DISEASE PA
PANSURIYA CLINICAL CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT URGENT CARE INC
PARK AVE ASSOC IN RADIOLOGY
PARK AVENUE PHARMACY INC
PARK MEDICAL ASSOC LLC
PARK NICOLLET CLINIC
PARKERSBURG RADIOLOGY SERVICES INC
PARKVIEW MEDICAL GROUP
PARKWAY CLINICAL LABORATORIES INC
PARKWAY NEUROSCIENCE & SPINE INSTITUTE
PARKWAY SURGERY CENTER
PARTNERS IN WOMENS HEALTHCARE
PARTNERS URGENT CARE
PARTON LORETTA S
PASCAL GEORGE CROSLEY DO
PASSI
PASSPORT HEALTH
PATH ASSOC OF CENTRAL PA
PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF PRINC
PATHOLOGY CONSULTANTS INC
PATHOLOGY CONSULTANTS LLC
PATHWAY DATA SERVICES
PATIENT FIRST
PATIENT FIRST COLONIAL HE
PATIENT FIRST COLONIAL PA
PATITSAS CHRISTOPHER J
PATRICK WALSH DC
PAUL ABOSH
PAUL J MEISSNER JR DPM PA
PAUL J WITT MD
PAUL M COOKE
PAULDING HOSPITAL
PAVILION PEDIATRICS AT GREENSPRING
PAXTON DIALYSIS
PDI EPHRATA
PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES MONTGOMERY CO
PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES OF FAIRFIELD
PEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGY AND OTHER
PEDIATRIC CARE SPECIALIST
PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE
PEDIATRIC GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOCIATES
PEDIATRIC HEALTHCARE ASSOCIA
PEDIATRIC ORTHOTIC AND PROSTHETIC S
PEDIATRIC PARTNERS LLC
PEDIATRIC PULMONARY & ASTHMA CE
PEDIATRIC PULMONARY ASSOCIATES
PEDIATRIC SPECIALISTS OF FRANKLIN COUNTY
PEDIATRIC THERAPY ASSOC
PEDIATRIC TLC INC
PEDIATRIC URGENT CARE OF FRANKLIN COUNTY
PEDIATRICS AT CHARTLEY PA
PEDIATRIX MEDICAL GROUP
PEDIATRIX MEDICAL GROUP PC
PEIDMONT ATHENS SPECIALTY CARE
PEIRCE
PELLESCHI
PENINSULA IMAGING, LLC
PENINSULA INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
PENINSULA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
PENN HIGHLANDS HEALTHCARE
PENN REHAB ASSOC PC
PENN STATE ALTOONA HEALTH & WELLNES
PENN STATE HEALTH COMMUNITY MEDICAL GRP
PENN STATE HEALTH HOLY SPIRIT
PENN STATE HEALTH LIFE LION LLC
PENN STATE HERSHEY REHABILITATION
PENN TOWNSHIP VOLUNTEER EMERG SERVI
PENNSYLVANIA DERMATOLOGY PARTNERS INC
PENNSYLVANIA EYE & EAR SURGERY CENTER
PENNSYLVANIA EYE ASSOCIATES
PENNSYLVANIA EYE SURGERY CENTER
PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL
PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTE OF ENDOCRINOLOGY LLC
PENNSYLVANIA PHYSICIAN SERVICES
PENNSYLVANIA PSYCHIATRIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
PENNSYLVANIA RETINA SPECIALISTS
PENNSYLVANIA SPECIALTY PATH
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA URGENT CARE
PENOBSCOT VALLEY DERM
PENTEC HEALTH
PERFECTLY FEMALE WOMEN'S HEALTH CARE
PERITECH HOME HEALTH ASSOCIATES INC
PERKINELMER LABS INC
PERRY PHYSICIANS PC
PERSILA V MERTZ MD PC
PERSONAL EYES LLC
PETIT
PGC ENDOSCOPY CENTER INC
PHelan
PHILADELPHIA EYE ASSOCIATES
PHILAGASTRO CONSULTANT LTD
PHILIP HEALTH SERVICE
PHOENIX REHABILITATION HEALTH SERVICES
PHOENIXVILLE CLINIC COMPANY LLC
PHOENIXVILLE HOSPITAL
PHYSICAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES LT
PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES LLC
PHYSICIANONE URGENT CARE
PHYSICIANS AUTOMATED LAB
PHYSICIANS CARE SURGICAL HOSPITAL
PHYSICIANS IMMEDIATE CARE
PHYSICIANS NOW URGENT CARE CENTER
PHYSICIANS REFERRAL SERVICE
PHYSICIANS SURGERY CENTER LANCASTER GENERAL LLC
PHYSICIANS SURGICAL CENTER
PHYSICIANS’ URGENT CARE PLLC
PIEDMONT MINOR EMERGENCY CLINIC PC
PIERSON FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
PIKESVILLE MD ENDOSCOPY ASC LLC
PIKESVILLE OPTOMETRY LLC
PINE GROVE COMMUNITY AMB ASSOC
PINE KNOB URGENT CARE PLLC
PINELAKE PHYSICIAN PRACTICE LLC
PINELLAS COUNTY EMS DBA SUNSTAR
PINELLAS COUNTY PRIMARY CARE HOSPITAL
PINNACLE ENT ASSOCIATES
PINNACLE HEALTH ABC LLC
PINNACLE HEALTH CARDIOVASCULAR
PINNACLE HEALTH CARLISLE MED
PINNACLE HEALTH EMERGENCY SVCS
PINNACLE HEALTH HOSPITALIST SERVICES LLC
PINNACLE HEALTH HOSPITALS
PINNACLE HEALTH INTEGRATIVE SERVICES
PINNACLE HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
PINNACLE HEALTH MEMORIAL
PINNACLE HEALTH OBSERVATION SERVICE
PINNACLE HEALTH REGIONAL PHYSI
PINNACLE HEALTH REHAB
PITT COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PIVOT PHYSICAL THERAPY
PIVOT PHYSICAL THERAPY OF WEST
PLAINS ER MANAGEMENT AUSTIN
PLANNED PARENTHOOD LOS ANGELES
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF GREATER WASHINGTON AND NORTH
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF MARYLAND
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF NE PA
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF SW AND CENTRAL FL
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGICAL SOLUTIONS
PLEASANT HALL FIRE DEPARTMENT
PLEASANT HILL VOLUNTEER FIRE COMPAN
PLEXUS HEALTH & WELLNESS
PLOVER INPATIENT SERVICES LLC
PLUMTREE FAMILY HEALTH CENTER LLC
PLUSHCARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
PM PEDIATRICS OF MARYLAND
PM PEDIATRICS OF SELDEN III
PM RETINOVITREOUS ASSOC
PMA MEDICAL SPECIALISTS LLC
POCONO MEDICAL CENTER
POCONO URGENT CARE
PODIATRY ASSOCIATES PA
PODIATRY CENTER CHTD
POPLAR HEALTHCARE
PORT CHARLOTTE HMA PHYSICIAN MGMT LLC
POSITIVE RECOVERY SOLUTIONS
POTENA PHYSICAL THERAPY
POTOMAC HIGHLANDS PATHOLOGY
POTTSTOWN CLINIC COMPANY, LLC
POTTSTOWN HOSPITAL
POTTSTOWN ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY ASSOC INC
POTTsville ENT
POUDRE VALLEY HEALTH CARE INC
POWERBACK REHABILITATION BRIGHTWOOD
PRADEEP SIMLOTE
PRAMANIk
PRANA FUNCT MANUAL THERAPY
PRANA FUNCTIONAL MANUAL THERAPY LLC
PRAVEEN BOLARUM MD LLC
PRECISION ORTHOPEDICS & SPORTS
PRECISON MEDICAL PRODUCTS INC
PREFERRED CHIROPRACTIC CENTERS INC
PREFERRED PHYSICIANS SOLUTIONS
PRELUDE DX
PREMIER ANES OF PENN PC
PREMIER ANESTHESIA OF ARKANSAS
PREMIER ANKLE & FOOT SPECIALISTS PC
PREMIER EYE CARE GROUP
PREMIER EYE CENTER PC
PREMIER ORTHOPAEDIC AND SPORTS
PREMIER VEIN SPECIALISTS LLC
PREMIERE SPINE AND SPORTS MEDIC
PRESBYTERIAN PATHOLOGY GROUP
PRESCIENT MEDICINE HOLDINGS LLC
PREVENTICE SERVICES, LLC
PRIMARY CARE ASSOC OF HAGERSTOWN
PRIMARY CARE UPTOWN
PRIMARY EYECARE ASSOCIATES
PRIMARY HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP UC
PRIMARY HEALTH NETWORK
PRIMARY MEDICAL CTR WALK IN L
PRIME ANESTHESIA ASSOC PC
PRIME HEALTHCARE PC
PRIMECARE AT TWIN LAKES LLC
PRINCETON EYE AND EAR LLC
PRINCETON MEDICAL GROUP
PRINCETON PHYSICIANS GROUP
PRINCETON RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES PA
PRINCIPLE LABS LLC
PRIORITY CARE CLINICS LLC
PRISM MEDICAL PRODUCTS LLC
PRIVATE DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC
PRIVIA MEDICAL GROUP LLC
PRM OF MARYLAND PC
PRO SPORTS ORTHOPEDICS INC
PRO2 RESPIRATORY SERVICES
PROACTIVE PAIN RELIEF PC
PROF SVCS OF HOLY CROSS HOSP
PROFESSIONAL ANESTHESIA SERVICES OF NORTH AMERICA
PROFESSIONAL ANESTHESIOLOGY INTERV
PROFESSIONAL EMERGENCY CARE PC
PROFESSIONAL SPORTSCARE REHAB
PROGENITY INC ASCENDANT MDX
PROGRESSIVE MRI LLC
PROGRESSIVE PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES
PROGRESSIVE VISION INSTITUTE
PROMETHEUS LABORATORIES INC
PROMUS DIAGNOSTICS LLC
PROPATH SERVICES LLP
PRORENATA LABS
PROSPECT HEALTH ACCESS NETWORK INC
PROVIDENCE LCM MED CTR TO
PROVIDENCE SACRED HEART M
PSYCH ASSOCIATES OF MD
PSYCHOGERIATRIC SERVICES, LLC
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES HEALTH AND WELLNESS SERVICE
PULM ASSOC OF FCCC MGI
PULMONARY ASSOCIATES OF LANCASTER
PULMONARY CONSULTANTS
PULMONARY CRITICAL CARE ASSOCIATES OF BALTIMORE PA
PULMONCRITICAL CARESLEEP M
PUMPING ESSENTIALS LLC
PUMPS IT INC
PYRAMID PEAK EMERG PHYS LLC
QUALITOX LABORATORIES LLC
QUALITY URGENT CARE PC
QUANTUM IMAGING AND THERAPEUTIC ASS
QUANTUM RADIOLOGY PC
QUEENS MEDICAL CENTER
QUEST DIAGNOSTIC
QUEST DIAGNOSTICS
QUEST DIAGNOSTICS CLINICAL LAB
QUEST DIAGNOSTICS INC
QUICKCARE HEALTH, INC
RA FISCHER CO
RABIN
RAD ASSOC OF CHILDRENS HOSP
RADIOLOGISTS OF THE U OF R
RADIOLOGY ASSOC RICHMOND
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES INC
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF CANTON INC
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF FREDERICK
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF MARYLAND
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF OXFORD PA
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF THE MAIN LINE
RADIOLOGY CONSULTANTS OF LYNCHBURG
RADIOLOGY GROUP BAPT HOSP
RADSERVE LLC
RALEIGH DURHAM MEDICAL GROUP
RALEIGH NEUROLOGY ASSOC P A
RALEIGH RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES
RALEIGH RADIOLOGY LLC
RANDY STEVENS FAMILY FOOTCARE
RANGE URGENT CARE PLLC
RANKIN PHYSICAL THERAPY INC
RAPID TEST CENTER
READING DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES PC
READING HEALTH PHYSICIAN NETWORK
READING HOSP MED CTR
READING HOSPITAL
READING PEDIATRICS INC
READING PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
REALTOX LABS LLC
REAMSTOWN FIRE CO #1 AMBULANCE
REBMAN
RECON ORTHO ASSOC II PC
RECONSTRUCTIVE FOOT & ANKLE INST
RECOVERY WELLNESS SERVICES
RED DOOR PEDIATRIC THERAPY
RED LION AREA AMBULANCE
RED LION CHIROPRACTIC
RMH EMERGENCY SVC LLC
RMX MONITORING LLC
ROBERT B JETTER MD PLLC
ROBERT E PARNES MD LLC
ROBERT H CHU MD PA
ROBERT L GATTUSO MD PA
ROBERT RICE DC
ROBERT RUNDORF MD WILLIAM
ROBERT T HENRY PHARMACY
ROBERTS EYECARE ASSOCIATES
ROBERTS HOME MEDICAL ROBERTS HO
ROBINSON AND MAX DERMATOLOGY
ROBINSON HEALTH SYSTEM
ROBINWOOD DENTAL CENTER
ROCHE HEALTH SOLUTIONS INC
ROCKINGHAM DERMATOLOGY PC
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HOLDINGS LLC
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PRIMARY CARE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN URGENT CARE LLC
RODRIGUEZ DC PA
RONALD DEMAS
ROOSEVELT AVENUE DIALYSIS
ROSALIND FRANK UNIV OF MEDICINE
ROSALIND FRANKLIN UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM
ROSE FIRE CO #1 OF NEW FREEDOM
ROSE RADIOLOGY CENTERS LLC
ROSENFELD BELSER AND DAVIS EAR NO
ROSENSTEIN
ROTHMAN INSTITUTE OF NEW JERS
ROTHMAN SPECIALTY HOSPITAL
ROTHSVILLE VFC AMBULANCE
ROUND TABLE PHYSICIANS GROUP PLLC
ROWE WILLIAM A
ROY M LERMAN MD PC
ROYAL HOMESTAR DBA YOUNGS MEDICAL
RR UCLA MEDICAL CENTER
RUBY EDWARD B
RUMER COSMETIC SURGERY
RUSSELL T WIBLE DMD
RUSSELL TIFFANY
RUTGERS STUDENT HEALTH
RWJ UNIV HOSPITAL
S EYE CARE PC
SACKETT FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
SADLER HEALTH CENTER CORP
SAFE CARE EXPRESS PLLC
SAGE MEDICAL SUPPLY
SAINT CHARLES WAY DIALYSIS
SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
SAINT VINCENT INSTITUTE
SALAHUB
SALMAN ALI MD LLC
SALMON RIVER CLINIC
SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
SAMER SAIEDY MD PA DBA MARYLAND VASCULAR SPECIALIS
SAMUEL L CHURCH
SAND LAKE IMAGING LLP
SANFORD CLINIC
SANS PAREIL EYECARE LLP
SANTANIELLO
SARASOTA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SAS WOMENS HEALTHCARE LLC
SAYE GETTE & DIAMOND DERM ASSOC
SB EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
SCALIA
SCHAFFERSTOWN COMMUNITY AMBULANCE
SCHAFFERSTOWN FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC & MASSAGE THERA
SCHAFFERSTOWN FAMILY PRACTICE
SCHDC
SCHEIN ERNST EYE ASSOCIATES
SCHELL
SCHOEDEL
SCHOLES
SCHONTHAL ELIZABETH
SCHREIBER PEDIATRIC REHAB CENTER
SCHUYLKILL MEDICAL CENTER
SCHUYLKILL MEDICAL GROUP
SCHWARZ DERMATOLOGY PLLC
SCHWEIGER DERMATOLOGY LLC
SCOTT AND WHITE CLINIC
SCOTT AND WHITE MEMORIAL
SCOTT GREENBERG
SCRIPPS CLINIC
SCRIPPS COASTAL MEDICAL CENTE
SDA CONSULTANTS PLLC
SDI RADIOLOGY
SE EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
SECURITY FAMILY MEDICINE LLC
SEIDENBERG PROTZKO EYE ASSOCIATES
SEITZ ORAL AND MAXilloFACIAL SURGERY
SELECT PHYSICAL THERAPY
SELECT PHYSICAL THERAPY HOLDING
SELECT SPECIALTY HOSPITAL
SENFT
SENTARA HALIFAX REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SENTARA MARTHA JEFFERSON HOSPITAL
SENTARA PRINCESS ANNE
SENTARA RMH MED CTR
SERKES LINDSEY C
SEROLAB INVITRO DIAGNOSTICS INC
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES
SETON MEDICAL GROUP INC
SGFC SURGERY CENTER LLC
SGHS BRUNSWICK CAMPUS
SHADE EYECARE LLC
SHADOW EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
SHADY GROVE ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
SHADY GROVE FERTILITY CENTER
SHADY GROVE FRSC
SHADY GROVE ORTHOPAEDICS
SHAH NEUROLOGY & EPILEPSY
SHANKAR NAGANNA MD
SHARON HOSPITAL
SHARON SILVERMAN MD LLC
SHEAFFER FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC
SHENANDOAH HEAD AND NECK SPECIA
SHENANDOAH LASIK AND CATARACT J
SHENANDOAH VALLEY MED SYS
SHENANDOAH VALLEY PATHOLOGY LAB
SHER INSTITUTE FOR FREPRO MED
SHERI DENHAM
SHERIDAN RADIOLOGY SERVICES CENTRAL
SHERIDAN RADIOLOGY SERVICES OF WEST FL
SHERMAN KAHAN MD PA
SHERMAN OAKS HOSPITAL
SHIELDS AND SHIELDS
SHIELDS MRI BRIGHTON
SHIPPENSBURG AREA EMS
SHIPPENSBURG PHYSICAL THERAPY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHOCK TRAUMA ASSOCIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHREWSBURY CHIROPRACTIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHRINERS HOSPITALS FOR CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBLEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGGENTHALER CENTER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGGAFOOSE AND JACKSON CHIROPRACTIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGGAFOOSE CHIROPRACTIC LIFE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNAL DIAGNOSTICS LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNATURE OBGYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNE SPINE &amp; REHAB LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER SPRING AMBULANCE &amp; RESCUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMMONDS MARTIN HELMBRECHT CHTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINAI DERMATOPATHOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINAI HOSPITAL BALTIMORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINAI PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITHANANDAM SADHASIVAM MD FAAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIX ELEVEN MRI ALTOONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ HEALTH SERVICES DBA BERKS MED EQUIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKIN CARE PHYSICIANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEPMED INC GREENBELT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEPWATCHES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLUTAK CHIROPRACTIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA MEDICAL LAB INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH CHIROPRACTIC &amp; WELLNESS CTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN KENTUCKIANA REHAB LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP DIAGNOSTICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNYDER STEVEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIETY HILL ANESTHESIA CONSULTANTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIETY HILL OPHTHALMIC ASSOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT CELL L FORM LABORATORIES LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLDIERS &amp; SAILORS MEMORIAL HO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLDIERS AND SAILORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONORA QUEST LABORATORIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH CENTRAL EMS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH FLORIDA ANES PAIN TRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH HILLS THERAPEUTIC INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH JERSEY RADIOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH LOOP ENDOSCOPY AND WELLNESS C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH MOUNTAIN FAMILY PRACTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH MOUNTAIN PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOUTHEAST DENVER PEDIATRICS
SOUTHEAST LANCASTER HEALTH SERVICE
SOUTHEASTERN ADAMS VOL EME SER
SOUTHERN BERKS REGIONAL EMS
SOUTHERN DELAWARE IMAGING
SOUTHERN FAMILY MEDICINE
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND HEALTHCARE FOR WOMEN LLC
SOUTHERN NV HEALTH DISTRICT
SOUTHERN RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF MAINE
SOUTHERN WESTCHESTER URG
SOUTHERN YORK COUNTY CHIROPRACTIC
SOUTHERN YORK COUNTY EMERGENCY MEDI
SOUTHSHIRE PEDS & ADULT CARE LL
SOUTHWEST DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
SOUTHWEST REGIONAL PCR LLC
SPARTANBURG EAR NOSE AND THROAT
SPARTANBURG MEDICAL CENTER
SPECIALIZED EYE CARE PA
SPECIALTYCARE IOM SERVICES LLC
SPECTRUM HEALTH HOSPITALS
SPERNING PROSTATE CENTER
SPERTZEL
SPINE AND SPORTS REHAB CENTER
SPIRIT PHYSICIAN SERVICES
SPIRITRUST LUTHERAN COUNSELING
SPIRITRUST LUTHERAN HOME CARE
SPOTSILVANIA REG MED CTR
SPRING GARDEN FAMILY PRACTICE
SPRING GROVE AREA AMBULANCE
SPRING GROVE FAMILY CARE CENTER LLC
SPRING RIDGE CHIROPRACTIC
SPRING RIDGE PLASTIC SURGERY
SPRINGDALE INTERNAL MEDICINE PC
SSM HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
ST AGNES HOSPITAL
ST ANNES HOSPITAL
ST ANTHONY KEYSTONE MED
ST CLOUD REGIONAL MEDICAL
ST ELIZABETH HEALTH
ST JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
ST JOSEPH MEDICAL GROUP
ST JOSEPH PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATES PA
ST JOSEPH REGIONAL HEALTH NETWORK
ST JOSEPHS CANDLER OBGYN PRACTICE LLC
ST JOSEPHS CANDLER URGENT CARE
ST JOSEPHS HOSPITAL SOUTH
ST LUKES ALLENTOWN CAMPUS
ST LUKES EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN
ST LUKES HOSPITAL
ST LUKE'S HOSPITAL - MONROE COUNTY
ST LUKES HOSPITAL ANDERS
ST LUKES PHYSICIAN GROUP INC
ST PAUL PLACE SPEC INC
ST RITAS MEDICAL CENTER
ST THOMAS VOL FIRE RESCUE
ST VINCENT HOSPITAL
ST VINCENTS URGENT CARE LLC
ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL INC
STAMFORD UC PC
STANFORD PEDIATRIC SURGERY
STANLEY D BOSTA DPM PC
STARMED URGENT & FAMILY CARE
STARR
STATE COLLEGE FAMILY MEDICINE
STATE OF FRANKLIN OB GYN SPEC
STEADMAN HAWKINS CLINIC
STEELTON FAMILY PRACTICE & WELLNESS
STEPHEN G DIAMANTONI & ASSOCIATES
STEPHEN J MCKENNA LLC
STEPHEN LAIKEN MD PA
STEPHEN M GOLLOMP MD PC NEU
STERLING PRIMARY CARE ASSOC
STEVEN J ALCURI MD
STEWARD EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
STEWARD MEDICAL GROUP INC
STOKEN OPHTHALMOLOGY
STRAUB CLINIC AND HOSPITAL
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE GM
SUBURBAN CAMPUS DIALYSIS
SUBURBAN GERIATRICS INC
SUBURBAN HOSPITAL INC
SUDBRINK ORAL SURGERY
SULLIVAN
SUMMA PHYSICIAN INC
SUMMER COUNTY EMS
SUMMIT AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTER LLC
SUMMIT DIGESTIVE LIVER DISEASE SPECIALIST
SUMMIT HEALTHCARE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
SUMMIT HEALTHCARE REGION
SUMMIT MEDICAL GROUP PA
SUNGATE MEDICAL GROUP LLC
SUNMED MEDICAL SYSTEMS
SUNNY CARE CLINIC PLLC
SUNOCOAST PATHOLOGY
SUNRISE HOSPITAL
SUNRISE MEDICAL LABORATORIES
SUPERIOR OXYGEN & MEDICAL SUPPLY
SURFSIDE CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
SURGCENTER OF TOWSON
SURGERY CENTER OF LANCASTER
SURGERY CENTER OF VOLUSIA LLC
SURGERY CNTR OF POTTSVILLE
SURGI CARE INC
SURGICAL AND ANES ASSOC
SURGICAL INSTITUTE OF READING PHYSICAL THERAPY
SURGICAL NEUROMONITORING PLLC
SURGICAL SPECIALISTS OF YORK LTD
SURGICAL SPECIALTY CENTER OF NEPA
SURGICENTER OF BALTIMORE
SUSAN J PROBST MD AND ASSOCIATES PC
SUSQ VALLEY MED SPEC
SUSQUEHANNA INTERNAL MEDICINE
SUSQUEHANNA OBGYN P A
SUSQUEHANNA OMS
SUSQUEHANNA PHYSICIAN SERVICES
SUSQUEHANNA SPINE AND JOINT CTR
SUSQUEHANNA TOWNSHIP EMS
SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY EMS
SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY PAIN MGMT
SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY SURGERY CENTER
SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY WOMEN’S HEALTH CARE PC
SUSSEX EMERGENCY ASSOC
SWANK CHIROPRACTIC LLC
SWEDISH COVENANT HOSPITAL
SYED F MAHMOOD MD
SYNERGY ORTHOPEDICS LLC
SYRACUSE ENT SURGEONS, PLLC
TACTILE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INC
TAKAI HOOVER AND HSU PA
TOTAL URGENT CARE AND OCC MED
TOTAL VEIN AND SKIN LLC
TOWANDA CREEK EMERG PHYS LLC
TOWER HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
TOWER HEALTH URGENT CARE LLC
TOWER IMAGING INC
TOWERDREXEL ACADEMIC MEDICAL GROUP LLC
TOWSON ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES
TOWSON SURGICAL CENTER LLC
TPENN HIGHLANDS CLEARFIELD
TRANG M BUI MD
TREICHLER SPORTS & FAMILY CHIROPRACT
TRH SURGICENTER AT SPRING RIDGE
TRI COUNTY CHIROPRACTIC
TRI COUNTY HOSPITALISTS
TRI STATE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
TRIANGLE ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES PA
TRIBECA PEDIATRICS PLLC
TRICOUNTY MEDICAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY LLC
TRINITY CLINIC
TRI-STATE ORTHOPAEDICS
TRISTATE SURGEONS LLC
TRUE SPORTS PHYSICAL THERAPY LLC
TRUSTEES OF COLUMBIA UNIVERS
TUCK CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
TULLYVIEW ALLERGY PC
TURNPAUGH HEALTH & WELLNESS
TUROW AND TIERNEY
TYRONE HOSPITAL
UA STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
UC PHYSICIANS CO
UC PRIMARY CARE BEL AIR
UC WOMENS CARE
UCHEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
UCI DEPT OF PEDIATRIC
UCI MEDICAL CENTER
UCLA DEPT OF MEDICINE PROFESSIONAL GROUP
UCLA EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
UH AHUJA MEDICAL CENTER
UIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE
UK HEALTHCARE HOSPITALS
ULP FAMILY MEDICINE
ULTRAHEALTH CHIROPRACTIC PC
VAXCARE CORPORATION
VAXCARE PENNSYLVANIA
VERACYTE INC AUSTIN
VERO BEACH NEUROLOGY AND RESEARCH
VERO RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES VERO
VIDANT MEDICAL GROUP LLC
VIENNA DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING LLC
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC LLC
VILLAGE OB GYN ASSOCIATES LLC
VIRGINIA CANCER CARE INC
VIRGINIA HOSP CTR PHYSICIAN GRP LLC
VIRGINIA MEDICAL TRANSPORT
VIRGINIA PEDIATRICS & ADOLESCENT
VIRTUA WEST JERSEY HEALTH SYSTEM INC
VIRTUAL RADIOLOGIC
VIRTUAL RADIOLOGIC PROFESSIONALS
VIRTUOX INC
VIRTUWELL
VIRUS GEEKS INC
VISION 2020 PLLC
VISION INNOVATION CENTERS OF PA LLC
VISION SOURCE SOUTH HILLS
VISION THERAPY ASSOCIATES
VISTA RADIOLOGY PC
VISTARR LASER & VISION CENTERS
VITAL HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
VITALMD GROUP HOLDINGS LLC
VNA OF HANOVER & SPRING GROVE
VOHRA POST ACUTE CARE PHYSICIANS OF EAST
VOLUNTEER FIRE COMPANY OF HALFWAY
VOLUSIA HAND SURGERY CLINIC
VREELAND
WACCAMAW COMMUNITY
WAHHAB SAMINA MD
WAKE EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS PA
WAKE FOREST EMERGENCY PROVIDERS
WAKE INTERNAL MEDICINE CONSULTANTS
WAKE MEDICAL CENTER SERVICES
WAKE MEDICAL LAB CONSULTANTS
WAKEMED SPECIALISTS GROUP LLC
WALIA
WALK IN URGENT CARE
WALKER CHIROPRACTIC
WALICK MD PETER G
WALNUT BOTTOM FAMILY PRACTICE
WALNUT GROVE CHIROPRACTIC
WALTERS
WALTERS CHIROPRACTIC PC
WALTZ
WAR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
WARD P VAUGHAN MD PC
WARNER AMY C
WARNER CHIROPRACTIC CARE PC
WARWICK COMMUNITY AMBULANCE
WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON HEALTH SYSTEM
WASHINGTON HOSPITAL CENTER
WASHINGTON HOSPITAL CENTER PHC
WASHINGTON INTERNAL MEDICINE IN
WASHINGTON REGIONAL MEDIC
WASHINGTON SQUARE DERMATOLOGY LLC
WATAUGA MEDICAL CENTER
WATAUGA MEDICS
WATAUGA ORTHOPAEDICS PLC
WATERS CHIROPRACTIC CENTER PC
WATERS EDGE DERMATOLOGY
WATERTOWN URGENT CARE/ADAMS URGENT
WATERWAY SCIENTIFIC LLC
WAYNE COUNTY HOSPITAL INC
WAYNE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
WAYNESBORO AMBULANCE SQUAD INC
WAYNESBORO AREA ALS UNIT INC
WAYNESBORO FAMILY MEDICAL
WAYNESBORO INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES
WAYNESBORO MEDICAL ASSOC
WEAVER
WEBER VISION CARE
WEIGHTLOSS & SLEEP DISORDER CEN
WELL KEY URGENT CARE
WELLMONT MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
WELLSTAR
WELSH MOUNTAIN HEALTH CENTERS
WENGER CHIROPRACTIC GROUP
WERKMAN
WERLEMAN
WERNERSVILLE FAMILY PRACTICE
WESLEY CHAPEL INTERNAL MEDICINE AND
WESLEY MEDICAL EQUIPMENT CO
WEST ALLIS URGENT CARE WALK IN
WEST CECIL HEALTH CENTER
WEST GROVE CLINIC COMPANY LLC
WEST SHORE ANESTHESIA ASSOC
WEST SHORE ENDOSCOPY CENTER
WEST SHORE FAMILY PRACTICE
WEST SHORE SURGERY CENTER
WEST YORK AMBULANCE
WEST STEPHEN B
WESTERN BERKS AMBULANCE
WESTERN BERKS PT
WESTERN MARYLAND HEALTH SYSTEM
WESTMINSTER PEDIATRICS
WESTMINSTER INTERNAL MEDICINE
WESTPHAL ORTHOPEDICS LLC
WHC PHYSICIAN GROUP LLC
WHITE MARSH SURGERY CENTER
WHOLE WOMANS HEALTH
WILDWOOD EMERGENCY GROUP LLC
WILLIAM D GIFT DC
WILLIAM K SHAFFER D C
WILLIAM PAWLUK MD HOLISTIC MEDICINE
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMSBURG EMERG PHYS INC
WILLIAMSBURG OBSTETRICS AND GYN
WILLIAMSBURG URGENT CARE
WILLIAMSPORT AREA AMB SERVICE
WILLS EYE HOSPITAL
WILLS EYE OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINIC
WILSON OBGYN
WINCHESTER ANESTHESIOLOGISTS IN
WINCHESTER CARDIO VAS MED
WINCHESTER ENDOCRINOLOGY PC
WINCHESTER GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOC
WINCHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
WINCHESTER NEUROLOGICAL CONSUL
WINCHESTER OPEN MRI LLC
WINCHESTER PEDIATRIC CLINIC
WINCHESTER RADIOLOGISTS PC
WINCHESTER URGENT CARE
WINCHESTER URGENT CARE
WINTER HAVEN HOSPITAL INC
WOMEN FIRST PC
WOMEN INFANTS HOSPITAL
WOMENS CARE FLORIDA
WOMENS HEALTH ASSOCIATES INC
WOMENS HEALTH CENTER OF LEBANON
WOMENS SURGERY CENTER PC
WOOD & MYERS ORAL
WOODHILLS LABS
WOODWARD & ASSOCIATES, PC
WOUND SPECIALISTS LLC
WRC SPORTS AND FITNESS LP
WRMS CLINICS
WVU HOSPITALS
WVU MEDICAL CORP DBA UHA
WYNTRE BROOKE EYE ASSOCIATES INC
WYOMISSING OPT CR MFE
X-GENE INC
YALE MEDICINE
YEALY EYE CARE OF LANCASTER
YESHNIK
YOCUM
YOCUM KEITH
YORK ADAMS PAIN SPECIALIST
YORK DENTAL SLEEP THERAPY INC
YORK ENDOSCOPY CENTER LLC
YORK EYE ASSOC RED LION & DALLSTOWN
YORK EYE ASSOCIATES OF EAST YORK
YORK PLACE SCS PHYSICIANS
YORK REGIONAL EMERGENCY MEDICAL SER
YORK VA CBOC
YORKTOWNE CHIROPRACTIC
YORKTOWNE UROLOGY PC
YOUNGS MEDICAL
YOUNGS MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
YOUSSEF DERBALA
YUMMY MUMMY
ZENO
ZIMMERMAN
ZINDER ANESTHESIA LLC
ZIPCLINIC URGENT CARE
ZLOTOFF GILFERT GOLD PC
ZOLL LIFECOR CORPORATION
ZOOM MANAGEMENT